For generations, the foundation of Canadian business has been built on the commitment and determination of enterprising families.

The Alberta Business Family Institute is a place where business families receive guidance and tools to build on their success. Resources from around the world and our local communities assist our members to understand the unique dynamics of business families.

The Institute is "run by families for families." It provides a direct link between business families and the research and study of family enterprise at the University of Alberta's School of Business, Centre for Entrepreneurship and Family Enterprise.

To RSVP, or for more information, please contact:
Lehah Ly, Program & Marketing Assistant
Tel: (780) 492-9204 email: abfi@ualberta.ca
#218, TELUS Centre for Professional Development, 111 Street & 87 Avenue, Edmonton Alberta T6G 2R1

A Family Tradition...

Our Signature Event

Join us... the Alberta Business Family Institute and the University of Alberta's School of Business invite you to our third annual Signature Event, as we highlight a successful Alberta business family story.

This dinner presentation is a unique opportunity to hear a fourth generation business family, the Meltons, share their history as we examine the past, present and future of Melcor Developments Ltd.
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Our Speakers

Join Tim Melton, Ralph Young and members of the third and fourth generations of the Melton family as they share the remarkable history of Melcor Developments Ltd.

Learn how one of Alberta's oldest real estate companies has succeeded through several challenging economic times. Operating as a publicly-traded company, Melcor has integrated non-family leadership and governance into the organization and has strategically redefined its core business strategy.

The Melton family and Melcor Developments Ltd. are proud of their past. Their operative word is Tomorrow, not yesterday, and they look forward to serving the generations ahead.

The Evening's Program

Wednesday, January 26, 2005

The Westin Hotel,
10135 100 Street
Edmonton, Alberta

5:30 PM Cocktail Reception
6:15 PM Dinner & Presentation Q&A dialogue with the audience

Business attire

Our appreciation to RBC Financial Group for their continued support and commitment to enterprising families.
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